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In recent years, various enterprise digital right management (E-DRM) schemes have been proposed to
protect and manage access rights of digital contents for the enterprise applications. However, we find
that the previous E-DRM schemes do not protect the user privacy while mobile users access digital
contents. In addition, the previous E-DRM schemes have high computation and communication loads.
Besides, these schemes do not provide usage tracking for the digital content, and thus the digital right
may be abused by malicious users. To solve the above problems, we propose a new E-DRM scheme with
anonymous trust for mobile devices in this paper. The proposed scheme has low computation and
communication loads, and it provides the user anonymity and usage tracking. Therefore, the proposed
scheme is more efficient and practical than the related works for E-DRM applications.
Povzetek: Razvita je nova shema E-DRM za določanje zaupanja v mobilnih napravah.

1

Introduction

The Digital Right Management (DRM) scheme is a
digital technique that protects and manages the access
rights of digital contents. It can prevent the confidential
information of a digital content from unauthorized usages
by illegal users. Generally, there are four roles in the
DRM scheme: a content provider (author), a consumer
(client), a clearing house, and a distributor [1].
The content provider creates the digital content and
encrypts it using some proper cryptosystems, such as
RSA [2], ElGamal [3], and ECC [4]. Then, the content
provider sends the encrypted content to the distributor
(e.g., web server or online shop) for online distribution.
Note that some researches combine the distributor with
the content provider. Next, the content provider sends the
usage rules to the clearing house, such as the copy
permit, the pay-per-view, and the usage fee, to specify
how to use the digital content. Note that the clearing
house is responsible for issuing the digital license and
handling the financial transactions for the content
provider, the distributor, and the consumer.
Assume that the consumer downloads the digital
content from the web server. To access the encrypted

content, the consumer requests the clearing house to
issue a valid license, which contains the decryption key,
usage rules, and descriptions of the digital content. Then,
the clearing house performs the user authentication
mechanisms [5-11] to verify the identity of the consumer.
Then, the clearing house can charge the consumer
account for the digital content. After the consumer has
paid the money, the clearing house sends the license to
the consumer. Finally, the consumer has the access rights
to use the digital content. Figure 1 illustrates the above
DRM infrastructure as follows.
Due to the digital content can be easily obtained and
distributed via the Internet, the DRM scheme becomes a
popular research topic in recent years. Therefore, various
DRM schemes [12-16] have been proposed to protect
and manage the access right of a digital content. In 2005,
Zhang et al. [12] proposed a license management scheme
with anonymous trust for digital rights management
(LMSAT) based on Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC).
Zhang et al.’s scheme provides the user privacy
protection, and their scheme allows the client access the
content by using any permissive device. Thus, their
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scheme provides a flexible license acquisition and usage
tracking for the digital right management. However,
Zhang et al.’s scheme has large computation loads
because it utilizes the public-key cryptosystem [2-4].
Thus, their scheme is not suitable for the mobile device
with low computation ability.

2

Review of Chang et al.’s E-DRM
scheme

In this section, we review Chang et al.’s scheme [16] and
point out some drawbacks of their scheme. There are six
roles in their scheme: the author of the digital content,
the package server (PS), the content server (CS), the
license server (LS), the authorization authority (AA), and
the mobile user (MU). Table 1 shows the notations used
in Chang et al.’s scheme.
T, τ
Cert

Pi
SEED

Figure 1: The DRM infrastructure [1].
On the other hand, the DRM scheme can be also
applied to digital right protection for enterprise
applications. In 2008, Chen [14] proposed a traceable
enterprise digital right management (E-DRM) scheme
based on one-way hash functions for mobile devices.
However, Chang et al. [16] found that Chen’s scheme is
insecure, and thus they proposed an improved E-DRM
scheme in 2010. Chang et al.’s scheme solved the
security problem, and it has lower computation cost.
Unfortunately, we find that Chang et al.’s scheme
has some flaws shown as follows. First, their scheme
does not provide the anonymity so that the user’s privacy
may be revealed. Second, their scheme does not provide
the usage trace of the digital content. Thus, the digital
right may be ruined by any malicious user. Third, their
scheme uses the certificate to authenticate the mobile
user. This increases the communication time because the
mobile user must apply the certificate from the
certification authority (CA). Fourth, their scheme still has
large computation costs because it has to compute the
digital signature for authenticating messages.
To solve the above-mentioned flaws, we propose a
new E-DRM authentication scheme with user anonymity
for mobile devices in this paper. In the proposed scheme,
the mobile user can be authenticated by using an
anonymity identity so that the user privacy can be wellprotected. Moreover, the proposed scheme provides the
usage tracking of a digital content, and thus the digital
right would not be abused by any malicious user. Instead
of using the certificate and digital signature, we only use
the one-way hash function and exclusive-or (XOR)
operations to accomplish the user authentication so the
computation costs can be greatly reduced. According to
the above descriptions, the proposed scheme is more
efficient and practical than the previously proposed EDRM schemes, and it is more suitable for the digital right
management in mobile environments.

Ni
IMEI

msg req
CID

DRM  APtype
VX () / S X ()
KEYCID

E KEYX () /
DKEYX ()
H () , F ()

A timestamp and a time constant
The digital certificate of a mobile
user
The i-th one-time password
The initial random seed number
generated by the authorization
authority
The i-th request random number
generated by authorization authority
A unique International Mobile
Equipment Identification number of
each mobile terminal
The authorization request message
of the mobile user
The identity of a digital content
The type of the DRM-Enable
application
The verifying/signing function using
X’s public/secret key
The symmetric key for the digital
content with CID
The
symmetric
encryption
/
decryption
function
using
a
symmetric key KEYX
Two collision free one-way hash
functions

Table 1: The notations used in Chang’s E-DRM scheme
The package phase:
Step 1. The author produces the digital content and
uploads it to PS.
Step 2. PS chooses a symmetric key KEYCID to encrypt
M by C  E KEYCID (M ) . Then, PS generates the
content header CH and uses its private key to
produce two signatures Sig C  S PS (C ) and

Sig CH  S PS (CH ) . In addition, PS generates the
E-DRM formatted file and sends it to CS.
Step 3. PS
generates
a
signature
Sig KEYCID  S PS (CID, KEYCID ) and sends the
messages {CID, KEYCID , Sig KEYCID } to LS.
Step 4. After receiving the E-DRM formatted file, CS
uses PS’s public key to verify whether
Sig C  S PS (C ) and Sig CH  S PS (CH ) are valid
or not. If they are valid, then CS stores the E-
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DRM formatted file to its database and
publishes the file to its public directory.
Step 5. After receiving {CID, KEYCID , Sig KEYCID }, LS

Step 2. AA checks whether T is correct or not. If T is
smaller than τ, AA loads Ni and IMEI from its
database
and
computes
H i ( N i  IMEI  Cert || T || CID ) . If Pi and

uses
PS’s
public
key
to
verify
Sig KEYCID  S PS (CID, KEYCID ) . If the signature is
valid, then LS stores (CID, KEYCID ) to its
database.
Step 6. To access the digital content, MU downloads the
E-DRM file from the public directory of CS.
According to URL of the content header, MU
sends the registration request to AA for asking
the access right.
Content
Identity
(CID)
Attributes

Type of the DRMenable Application (

Identity of the
Decryption Key

DRM  APtype )

( KEYCID )

Signature of the
Encrypted Content
(SigC)

Authorization
Authority
(URL)

The Encrypted Digital Content(C)
Figure 2: The E-DRM formatted file.
The registration phase:
Step 1. MU sends its IMEI and Cert to AA via a secure
channel.
Step 2. AA checks MU by verifying IMEI and Cert. If
MU is valid, then AA generates an initial
random number N1 = SEED and sends it to MU
through a secure channel.
Step 3. AA stores IMEI, Cert, and SEED in its database
and sends them to the LS through a secure
channel.

H i ( N i  IMEI  Cert || T || CID ) are equal,
then AA computes H F ( Ni ) ( IMEI || T || N i )  N i 1
and H ( IMEI || N i || N i 1 ) . Then, AA sends the
above messages to MU.
Step 3. AA
generates
SigAA  SAA (IMEI , CID, i,T, Cert, H F( Ni ) (IMEI || T || Ni )  Ni1)

and sends {IMEI, CID, i, T, Cert,
H F ( Ni ) ( IMEI || T || N i )  N i 1 , SigAA} to MU.
Step 4. After MU obtains the messages sent from AA, it
computes
Ni'1  H F ( N ) (IMEI || T || Ni )  H F ( N ) (IMEI || T || Ni )  Ni1
i

i

and checks whether H ( IMEI || N i || N i'1 ) is
equal to H ( IMEI || N i || N i 1 ) or not. If they
are equal, MU accepts

Ni'1

and keeps it.

Step 5. LS uses the public key of AA to verify the
digital
signature
by
VAA(SigAA)  IMEI, CID, i,T, Cert, HF(N ) (IMEI || T || Ni )  Ni1
. If the equation holds, LS uses KEYCID stored in
its
database
to
generate
F ( Ni )
H
( IM EI  Cert  T  N i )  KEYCID
i

and H ( IMEI || N i || KEYCID ) . Then, LS sends
the above messages to MU. Finally, MU
computes
the
equation
Ni'1  HF(Ni ) (IMEI || T || Ni ) HF(Ni ) (IMEI || T || Ni ) Ni1
and stores it.
Step 6. To obtain the symmetric key, MU firstly
computes
the
equation:
=
( )
(
⊕ | | )⊕
. Next,
MU checks whether H ( IMEI || N i || KEY 'CID ) is
equal to H ( IMEI || N i || KEYCID ) or not. If they

are equal, MU computes M  DKEY 'CID (C ) to
obtain the digital content.

Figure 3: The registration Phase of Chang et al.’s scheme.
The authentication phase:
Step 1. When MU asks for i-th authentication from AA,
it uses Ni to generate i-th one-time password
Pi  H i ( N i  IMEI  Cert || T || CID ) , where

H i () denotes the message x performs one-way
hash function for i times, and T is a timestamp.
Then, MU sends the messages {i, msg req , T,
CID, Pi , Cert} to AA.

According to the above description, we point out some
flaws of Chang et al.’s scheme as follows. First, their
scheme does not provide the user anonymity so that the
user privacy may be revealed during the message
transactions. Second, their scheme adopts the certificate
and digital signature for user and message
authentications. This causes large computation and
communication loads. Third, their scheme does not
consider the usage tracking of the digital content. Thus,
the digital right may be abused by malicious users. To
overcome the above flaws, we propose a new DRM
scheme in next section.
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Table 2. The notations used in the proposed scheme
The registration phase:
In this phase, the client sends the registration
information to the CP. Then, CP sends an anonymity
identity and the authentication information to the client.
Finally, the above information is stored in DA for the
authentication. The steps of this phase are shown as
follows.

Figure 4: The authentication phase of Chang et al.’s
scheme.

3

The proposed E-DRM scheme

There are three roles in the proposed scheme: the content
provider (CP), the clearing house (CH), and the client
device with the DRM agent (DA). The E-DRM model of
the proposed scheme is similar as Figure 1. The
difference of the proposed scheme and Chang et al.’s
scheme is that the proposed scheme combines the
functions of authorization authority and license server
into a clearing house. This combination can greatly
reduce the communication time, and that is why we do
not adopt the model of Chang et al.’s scheme.
In the proposed scheme, DA is loaded in the Client’s
mobile device. And, DA is responsible for paying the
digital content, acquiring the digital license from CH,
authenticating the license and the content, decrypting the
encrypted content, and reporting the usage to CH. The
notations used in the proposed scheme are shown in
Table 2.

Notations
H(．)
SK

||
SN

Explanations
A secure one-way hash function
The session key
The symmetric encryption /
decryption with the session key SK
The secret key of the content
provider
License of a digital content
The anonymity identity of a client
The identity of a digital content
The usage rules of a digital content
The usage data of the digital
content
The concatenation of strings
The sequence number of the license

⊕

Exclusive-or operation

ESK () / DSK ()
X
License
Anonymity_ID
Content_ID
Usage_Rules
Usage_Data

Decryption_Key
Other_Data

The decryption key for the
encrypted digital content
The other information of the license

Step 1. For the registration, the client sends his/her
identity (ID) and password (PW) to CP in a
secure channel.
Step 2. CP generates Anonymity_ID to compute the
authentication
information
Auth _ Info  H ( Anonymity _ ID  X )  PW
for the client. Then, CP sends Anonymity_ID
and Auth _ Info to the client.
Step 3. The
client
stores
Anonymity_ID
and
Auth _ Info in his/her device for later
authentications.
The authentication and license acquisition phase:
In this phase, DA downloads the encrypted digital
content from CP. To access the digital content, DA has to
get the digital license from CH. In addition, CH is
responsible for authenticating the client and sending the
license to DA. Note that the client has to pay the money
to CH for buying the license. However, we omit the
payment steps because it is another research topic for
DRM. The steps of this phase are shown as follows.
Step 1. The
client
computes
Auth _ Info  PW  H ( Anonymity _ ID  X )
by
using PW. Then, the client (DA) chooses a random
to
compute
number
R DA

S DA  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ))  RDA

and

CDA  H ( RDA ) . Finally, DA sends Anonymity _ ID ,
S DA , and C DA to CH.
Step 2. CH
computes
'
RDA  S DA  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X )) to check if
'
'
CDA is equal to CDA
 H ( RDA
) . If they are equal,
then CH authenticates that DA is valid. Next, CH
chooses random number RCH to compute

SCH  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) || RDA )  RCH and
the
session
key
SK  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) || RDA || RCH )
.
Finally, CH computes CCH  H ( RDA || RCH || SK ) and
sends SCH and CCH to DA.
Step 3. DA
computes
'
RCH
 S CH  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) || RDA )
and
the
session
key
'
SK '  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) || RDA || RCH
) .
'
'
 H ( RDA || RCH
|| SK ' )
Then, DA computes CCH
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'
CCH is equal to CCH
. If they are

Next, DA computes C DA  H ( RCH || RDA || SK )

to check if

equal, then DA authenticates that CH and SK are
both
valid.
Next,
DA
computes
E SK ( Anonymity _ ID || Content _ ID || Usage _

Rules || SK ) and sends it to CH.
Step 4. CH computes the digital license which contains
the decryption key by the equation:
License  {SN || Content _ ID || Usage _ Rules ||

and sends S DA and C DA to CH.
Step 3. CH
computes
'
RDA  S DA  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) || RCH )
and
the
session
key
'

'
SK  H ( H ( Anonymity_ ID  X ) || RCH || RDA
).
'

'
'
 H ( RCH || RDA
|| SK )
Then, CH computes CDA

Decryption _ Key || OtherData } . Then, CH

to check if C DA is equal to CDA' . If they are

computes ESK ( License || SK ) and sends it to
DA. Finally, DA can use SK to decrypt
ESK ( License || SK ) and obtain License. Thus,
the client gets Decryption_Key
Key from License and
uses it to decrypt the encrypted digital content.

equal, then CH ensures that DA and SK are
both
valid.
Next,
CH
computes
ESK ( Anonymity _ ID || Content _ ID || SN || SK )
and sends it to DA.
Step 4. DA computes ESK (Usage _ Data || SK )

and

sends it to CH. Finally, CH can decrypt
ESK (Usage _ Data || SK ) to trace the content
usage.

Figure 5: The authentication and license acquisition
phase.
The usage tracking phase:
In this phase, CH receives the report of the content
usage from DA. For fraud prevention, CH needs to
authenticate the validity of DA. In addition, the usage
information needs to be encrypted for protecting the user
privacy. The steps of this phase are shown as follows.
Step 1. First, CH chooses a random number RCH to
compute
SCH  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ))  RCH and

CCH  H ( RCH )

.

Then,

CH

sends

Anonymity _ ID , SCH , and C CH to DA.
Step 2. DA
computes
'
RCH
 S CH  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ))
to
'
'
check if C DA is equal to CCH
 H ( RCH
) . If they
are equal, then DA authenticates that CH is
valid. Next, DA chooses random number RDA to
compute
S DA  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) || RCH )  RDA
and
the
session
key
SK  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) || RCH || R DA ) .

Figure 6: The usage tracking phase
phase.
According to the above descriptions, the proposed
scheme is designed by one-way
way hash functions and XOR
operations. Thus, the computation cost of the mobile
device can be greatly reduced. In addition, the proposed
scheme provides the usage tracking and user anonymity
so the digital right and the user privacy can be well
wellprotected. Besides, we simplify the communication
model and eliminate the use of the certificate. Therefore,
the communication cost of the proposed scheme is much
lower than that of Chang et al.
al.’s scheme.

4

Discussions

In this section, we perform some possible attacks on the
proposed scheme to show the security analyses as
follows.
Man-in-the-middle attack:
Assume that an attacker wants to get the
Decryption_Key from CH, and he/she impersonates DA
to share the session key SK with CH. First, the attacker
intercepts all messages sent form DA to CH. Then, the
attacker impersonates DA to generate the forged
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and

 H ( R ) . Next, the attacker sends Anonymity_ ID ,
"
DA

"
"
S DA
, and CDA
to CH. However, the attacker cannot pass
"
 S DA . Thus, CH can find
the authentication because S DA
"
"
that Anonymity _ ID , S DA
, and CDA
are sent from an
attacker. Similarly, an attacker cannot impersonate CH
because
he
does
not
know
the
real
H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) . Therefore, the man-in-themiddle attack is infeasible for the proposed scheme.

Outsider attack:
Assume that an attacker wants to get SK, and then
he/she wiretaps the communications between DA and
CH. Thus, the attacker can obtain S DA , CDA , SCH , and

CCH . Then, the attacker wants to use the information to
compute SK  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) || R DA || RCH ) .
Unfortunately,
the
attacker
needs
to
know
H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) , RDA , and RCH from S DA , CDA ,

SCH , and CCH to obtain SK. Thus, the attack is
impossible because H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) , RDA , and

RCH are protected by the one-way hash function.
Therefore, the outsider attack is infeasible for the
proposed scheme.
Replay attack:
Assume that an attacker collects the messages once
being transferred between DA and CH. To get the digital
license or the session key, the attacker may pretend to be
DA or CH by resending the pre-collected messages
between DA and CH. However, this attack cannot work
because all messages are generated and changed
according to the random numbers in the proposed
scheme. Thus, the messages are different in each time so
that the replay attack is infeasible for the proposed
scheme.
Stolen-verifier attack:
Assume that the client’s device is lost or stolen by an
attacker. The attacker may try to use this device to access
the digital content as a legal client. However, this attack
is impossible because the authentication information
H ( Anonymity _ ID  X ) is protected by user’s
password PW. And, the attacker does not know the
correct PW to compute Auth _ Info  PW . Therefore,
the proposed scheme is still secure even if the client’s
device is lost or stolen.
Impersonating attack:
Assume that an attacker wants to impersonate a legal
user to access the digital content. Then, he/she may
generate a forged H ( Anonymity _ ID  X )" and R DA " to
S DA "  H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X )" )  RDA "
compute
and sends Anonymity _ ID , S DA " , and C DA " to CH,
where C DA "  H ( RDA " ) . However, this attack does not

work because the CH will use H ( Anonymity _ ID  X )
'
to compute R DA
 S DA " H ( H ( Anonymity _ ID  X )) .
Finally, CH will find that C DA " is not equal to
'
'
CDA
 H ( RDA
) . Therefore, the impersonating attack is
impossible for the proposed scheme.

Performance analyses:
In Table 3, we show some comparisons among the
proposed scheme, Zhang et al.’s scheme [12], and Chang
et al.’s scheme [16]. According to Table 3, only the
proposed scheme has no stolen-verifier attack. Unlike the
other schemes, the proposed scheme can solve the
security problem when the mobile devise is lost or stolen.
Moreover, the proposed scheme provides the user
anonymity and usage tracking.
Table 3 also shows the computation costs in the
user’s sides of these three schemes. The computation
costs of the asymmetric encryption, symmetric
encryption, one-way hash function and exclusive-or
operation are denoted as A, S, H, and X, respectively.
According to [18], the measurement of the above
computation costs can be denoted as A>>>S>>>H>>>X,
where “A>>>S” means that A is much larger than S.
According to Table 3, the computation cost of the
proposed scheme is lower than those of the other
schemes. In conclusion, the proposed scheme is more
efficient and practical than the other schemes.
Meth.

[12]

[16]

Ours

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

3A+2S
+3H

1S+(2|F(Ni)|
+i+2)H+7X

1S+4H+3
X

Comp.

User anonymity
Usage tracking
Stolen-verifier
attack
Computation
cost

Table 3. Comparisons of the related works

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an efficient and practical EDRM scheme with anonymity trust for mobile devices.
According to our analysis, the proposed scheme has low
computation cost so it is suitable for mobile devices. In
addition, it protects the user’s privacy by using the
anonymous identity for the user authentication. Thus, the
proposed scheme allows users access their digital
contents by any permissive mobile devices. Besides, the
proposed scheme provides usage tracking to make sure
that the access is not abused by malicious users.
Compared with the related works, the proposed scheme
is more efficient and practical in the E-DRM applications
for mobile devices. Based on the proposed scheme, we
will investigate the usage charge for E-DRM applications
to make our research more complete in the future.
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